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What is this all about?
Simple d6, or SD6, is a super-lite, free-
form roleplaying system which can be
used for all settings and is written for
people who hate explaining advanced
systems or just love simplicity in their
games. It can be summarized by taking

one dice for each skill which would help
in the given situation and add one – then
roll them and take the highest result and

you are done. 

Character Creation
To make a character, find a concept (a

profession for instance) and a name you
like. You start with 1 Quality, 5 Skills, and

5 Hit Points. All your Aspects have 1 in
Defense at start. You may give up 1 Skill

to get either +2 Hit Points in a single
Aspect or +1 Defense in a single Aspect

per Skill you gave up. 

Aspects are different areas of interaction

and relevant Aspects will change from
game to game. Common Aspects are
Combat, Social, Magic or Sanity for

instance. There is theoretically an infinite
number of aspects so make sure to ask

your Game Master which Aspects will be
used before the game. 

Skills are free-form and entirely made up
by the player. Skills may be as broad to

cover a field of expertise but should never
be usable outside a specific area. Skills
like "Close Combat" is as broad as it

should get but you can build on top of this
with increasingly specific skills like

Sword Fighting followed by Fencing if
you wish. 

Qualities are very broad skills, jobs or
stereotypes like Charismatic, Strong,

Soldier, Diplomat, Ranger or Smart for
instance. You can only have a single

Quality. 

Roll Success? Degree
of success

1 No, and... 0 Critical
Failure

2 No 0 Failure
3 Yes, but... 1 Partial Sucess
4 Yes 2 Success
5 Yes 3 Success
6 Yes, and... 4 Critical

Success
7+ Yes, and..,

and...
5 Critical

Success
Task Resolution

When rolling for task resolution, count
how many Skills/Qualities you have which
would reasonably help you doing the task
at hand and add one. That is the number of

dice you roll. After rolling, pick one die
which becomes your result and add 1 for

every natural 6 remaining. 

Interactions which are not actively
resisted, like scenery or environment, use

the "Success?" column on the Task
Resolution Chart. Rolling a Critical

Failure means that you fail and a single
bad thing happens, a Partial Success

means that you succeed but not completely
(or something bad happens despite your

success) and a Critical Success means that
you succeed and a single good thing

happens. 1 additional good thing happens
per point the roll exceeded 6. 

Character/NPC related interactions, are
all considered a form of combat, be it

social combat, physical combat or magical
combat. You roll 1d6 plus a number of
dice equal to the Skills/Qualities which
would help you in the relevant situation,

the opponent subtracts his Defense in that
Aspect from your Degree of Success and

the rest is lost in Hit Points from that
Aspect. When a character reaches 0 or less

hit points in the Aspect he loses that
match. You got your information, got your

discount or your opponent dropped
unconscious. Remember to deduct the
opponents Defense before resolving hit

point loss. 

If a task is hard but manageable
without specialist knowledge, the Game
Master may impose a penalty to the roll.
The penalty is subtracted from the final
result of the roll. This is called a Point

Penalty. 

Advanced Tasks are tasks which require
specialist knowledge. When performing an

advanced task, roll 1 dice fewer than
normal – this may reduce you to 0 dice,

making the task impossible. This is called
a Dice Penalty. 

Easy tasks are never rolled for. If a task is
easy enough to confer a bonus to a roll,

just assume it was a success. 

Character progression
Every session the Game Master may

choose to give all players 1-4 points of
experience. For 2 points of experience,
players may buy a new skill relevant to
what happened in the session. One extra

hit point costs 3 experience points and one
extra Defense costs 4 experience points. 

Special Abilities
Special powers, which are abilities such as

spell casting, psionics or special powers
granted by mutations for instance, are

performed like any other task resolution
except that they are always considered

Advanced Tasks. You must have specific
permission from your Game Master to

pick any magical or psionics related skill
since not all settings treat such things

equally. 

When using a power, the Game Master
decides the outcome as per normal task

resolution rules. Attack powers deal
damage as normal combat but may have
additional effects at the Game Masters

discretion. Duration and effect is
determined by degree of success of the
Task Resolution. Some Game Masters

may rule that you can only use a power if
you have a skill of the same name. For

instance, you must have the Fireball skill
to cast a fireball spell. Others may prefer

more freeform and allow skills like
”Psionics” to mean anything from

telekinesis to mind reading or any other
psionics related power. Depending on

what kind of special powers your character
has and how common they are in the
setting, they may require a Quality to

activate or even be a Quality in
themselves. Ask your Game Master what

approach will be used


